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**Webster Library – SGW Campus**
24/7 access, with student card, after 11pm
2nd, 3rd, and 5th floor of LB – “Library Building”
Computers/Printers/Photocopiers/Scanners
Group Study Rooms
Course Reserves
Current Print Journals

**Vanier Library – Loyola Campus**
24/7 access, with student card, after 11pm
1st, 2nd, and 3rd floor VL – “Vanier Library”
Computers/Printers/Photocopiers/Scanners
Group Study Rooms
Course Reserves
Print Journal Archive

**Grey Nuns – SGW Campus**
Access 9am-9pm, with student card
Group Study Rooms
Quiet Study
Outlets/Wifi
Bring your own device
Undergraduate students

General  Borrowing and renewing

Library essentials
- Locations & hours
- Study spaces
- Subject & course guides
- Search articles, books

Services
- Borrowing and renewing
- Borrow a laptop or tablet
- Borrow books from other libraries (BCI card)
- For students with disabilities

Help & how-to guides
- Finding
- Writing
- Citing
- Using
- Technology

We can help!

Subject guides
Your subject librarian has created a subject guide for your department, and there are many course guides too. This is the best place to start your research. Find your subject guide...

Ask a Librarian
We answered over 63,000 questions last year*. There’s no question too simple or too complicated. Try us—Ask a Librarian!

Help & how-to guides
Course Reserves & textbooks

Login here to find your online course readings

Search for print textbooks, by course code here
How do I find a book or an article, when I already know the title?

Use the Discovery search!

Any two or more words you put in between quotation marks, will be searched as an “exact phrase” or an “exact title”.

"Hong Kong's indigenous democracy origins, evolution and contentions"
Discovery Search: for known items

Performed an exact title search

- Book review
- Print book
- E-book

This is a journal article, the book title appears in the reference list.
The Discovery search also works with journal article titles.
Lessons from Westeros: Gender and power in Game of Thrones.
Clayton, William Shepherd, Laura J.
People learn about global politics not (solely or even mostly) from conventional teach... more
If you know you are looking for a book, use the Library Catalogue to find the book’s location quickly.

"After Snowden Privacy, Secrecy and Security in the Information Age"
If the book is in OFFSITE STORAGE, request it, and it will be delivered to the library in 1-4 days.

Use the subjects to find similar books.
What about e-books?
Access this e-book online while you’re on campus, or from home, simply login to your Library Account.

Our e-books are exactly the same as our print books.
Independence referendums in Catalonia and Scotland:
Catalonia and Scotland are two Western European regions that have been involved in a process of referendums lately.

While the process is accepted by the central government in the UK, in Spain it is not. What factors explain this difference?
Background Information

Country Reports – give you the political structures, international relations, conflict situations and economic overview of a country, ALSO: more keywords!!!

Country Profiles
Economist Intelligence Unit
Key concepts & Keywords

Catalonia AND independence AND referendum

Scotland AND independence AND referendum

AND limits your search, by adding AND in between words, you are telling the database that all those word MUST appear
Key Concepts & Keywords

Independence OR ...

Referendum OR ....

OR expands your search,
By adding OR between two synonyms,
you are telling the database that EITHER of those words can appear
Synonyms or related terms

Independence OR Sovereignty
Autonomy
Self-determination
Self-government
Nationhood
Separation
Secession

Referendum OR Vote
Plebiscite
Key Concepts & Keywords

Scotland
AND (referendum OR vote)
AND (independence OR sovereignty)
Avoid searching with non-essential or non-specific words

- Effects
- Impact
- Consequences
- Influence
- Results
- Importance
- Significance
- Cause
- Analysis

Each author may use different linking words when discussing similar topics.

You don’t want your search to be limited to those books and articles that only contain the word “effect” or “consequence”
Why Books?

1. Books have broader themes than journal articles, you can get a good overview of a topic from a book.

2. Books can provide additional keywords and subjects.

3. Books may be required in your assignments.
How do I know if the book is scholarly?

Publisher: If the Publisher is a university press, then the book is likely scholarly.

References & citations: Scholarly books will have an extensive Reference list /Bibliography or Endnotes / Footnotes.
How do I know if the book is scholarly?

Credentials: Scholarly books are written by academic researchers, affiliated with a university.
What if we don’t have the book?

Use Interlibrary loans/COLOMBO
Request a book from another university library and it will be delivered to Concordia for your use (for 2 weeks)

Use a BCI card
You can use the BCI card to visit a different university library in person, like McGill or UdeM and borrow up to 3 books from their collection
Database Searching: Political Science Complete

Use the Thesaurus to look up your terms and add them to your search. Divide up your keywords using AND.
Searching for journal articles in the databases

Limit to Scholarly articles

Narrow your search by adding more subjects

Subject
- spain (57)
- catalonia (spain) (39)
- autonomy (political science) (35)
- nationalism (31)
- autonomy & independence movements (28)
- catalonia (spain) -- politics & government (21)

Show More
Self-determination and the Use of Referendums: the Case of Scotland.

Authors: Casanas Adam, Elisenda
Document Type: Article
Subject Terms: *NATIONAL self-determination
*CONSTITUTIONAL law
*REFERENDUM
*NATIONALISM
Geographic Terms: SCOTLAND
Author-Supplied Keywords: Independence
Referendum
Scotland
Self-determination
Abstract: The Scottish Nationalist Party's majority in the 2011 Scottish parliamentary elections opened up a wide and interesting debate on the variety of options for Scotland's constitutional future (ranging from the status quo through a variety of intermediate options to full independence), and with it, also the innovative possibility of a multi-option referendum, reflecting the preferences of the people of Scotland. However, while the UK Government agreed that the future of Scotland's place within the Union was for the people of Scotland to vote on, it strongly contested the Scottish Parliament's competence to legislate for the referendum, thus ensuring a role for itself and the UK Parliament in its design. After a period of negotiations, the UK and Scottish Governments signed the Edinburgh Agreement on the 15th October 2012, enabling the Scottish Parliament to legislate for a single question referendum, and expressing their commitment to work together in the interests of all involved. This article begins looking at the background, legal framework and negotiations leading up to the Edinburgh Agreement. It then argues that, while the Agreement is notably significant and has allowed for the smooth and fast development of the process so far, by excluding the possibility of including a third option of 'more devolution' on the ballot paper, it is having a series of negative consequences for the current debate, namely that it is more limited, confusing and uncertain, and largely unbalanced in favour of the 'no' side. [ABSTRACT FROM AUTHOR]

Author Affiliations: 1Edinburgh Law School, Old College, Edinburgh EH8 9YL UK

Length: Scholarly articles, in the social sciences, are usually 15+ pages long.

How do I know if the article is scholarly?

Author Credentials: Scholarly articles are written by faculty and university researchers, and their university affiliations should be identified and easy to find.
References: scholarly articles will have an extensive list of references, bibliography, endnotes, or works cited.

Citations: scholarly articles will contain in-text citations or footnotes, citing their sources.
Find it @ Concordia or, nothing is perfect
Other options...

Check the Discovery Search for the journal title, or Google Scholar

Ask us!

Ask a Librarian

For help with research and course work

✉ Email us and receive a response within 48 hours (excluding weekends and holidays)

📞 Call (during service hours Vanier / Webster) 514-848-2424, ext. 7766 (Vanier) or ext. 7700 (Webster).

 rencontrer a reference desk to talk to a librarian in person (during service hours Vanier / Webster)

For one-on-one help with your research project, schedule an appointment with your subject librarian. Consult the research guides by subject for contact information.

For more information, see: Reference & research assistance.
Searching for the Journal Title in the Discovery Search

No PDF or Find it @ Concordia!

Search for the Journal Title!
Results 1 - 25 of 893531 for Journal of Theoretical Politics.

Journal of theoretical politics [electronic resource]
EJOURNAL | SAGE Publications | c1989

Publish and Politics: An Examination of Business School Faculty Salaries in Ontario.
YING HONG HONIG, BENSON
Business faculty represent an intriguing platform from which to examine the interplay ... more
This link has articles from 1999 to present!

We need the journal issue from July 2016
Click on All Issues, Past Issues or Journal Archive to find the articles.
We need July 2016, Volume 28, issue 3
We’ve got the PDF!

Political autonomy and independence: Theory and experimental evidence
Klaus Abbink, Jordi Brandts
First Published March 19, 2015 | Research Article

Abstract
We use a game-theoretical model and results from laboratory experiments to study the process by which subordinated regions of a country can obtain a more favorable political status. In our theoretical model a dominant and a dominated region first interact through a political process. This process involves two negotiations, one at the level of the country as a whole and one at the level of the subordinated region. If the political process succeeds, then the new autonomy level is implemented. If this process fails, then both regions engage in a costly political conflict in which both sides can spend resources to win the upper hand. We show that in the subgame-perfect equilibrium of our game the voting process leads to an intermediate arrangement acceptable for both parts so that the costly political struggle never occurs. In contrast, in our experiments we observe frequent fighting involving high material losses.

Keywords
Secession, collective action, independence movements, laboratory experiments, rent-seeking

1. Introduction
Many countries consist of several parts or regions with populations that have different interests or identities. Often one of the parts of the country is politically...
What if we don’t have the article?

Use Interlibrary loans/COLOMBO

Request an article from another university library and (generally) a PDF copy will be delivered to your email within a week

Use the ‘Create Request’ option on the left hand menu in COLOMBO to request articles
All the citation styles have online guides, and there are print guides at both reference desks.
There are librarians at the reference desks Mon-Thurs 10am-9pm, Fridays 10am-5pm and Sat/Sun 12pm-5pm